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ABSTRACT 
Th e purpose of this paper is to characterize and interrelate various degrees of 
stability and semipositivity for real square matrices. The standard conditions for three 
major classes of matrices are made both stronger and weaker, and the resulting 
classes are examin ed. The major classes are diagonally stable, stable, and semipositive 
matrices, denoted by 8, !Z, and S , respectively. Their relationship to the classes of 
matrices whose principal minors are positive (denoted by 9) and non-negative 
(denoted by 9,) is also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to characterize and interrelate various 
degrees of stability and semipositivity for real square matrices. The standard 
conditions for three major classes of matrices are made both stronger and 
weaker, and the resulting classes are examined. The major classes are 
diagonally stable, stable, and semipositive matrices, denoted by 62, f? , and S , 
respectively. Their relationship to the classes of matrices whose principal 
minors are positive (denoted by 9) an d non-negative (denoted by ??a) is also 
presented. 
The matrix A is in c if the real parts of its eigenvalues are positive.JBy a 
well-known theorem of Lyapunov [I21 (cf. Belhnan [3]), A is stable if and 
only if there exists a positive definite matrix X such that 
AX+XAr PI) 
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is positive definite. The matrix A is in & if X in (1.1) may be taken to be 
diagonal [2, 11, 11. The matrix A is in s if Ax >0 for some x>O [9, 151. 
The four classes of matrices &, C, C? , and S are in general different. 
However, restricted to the class of matrices with nonnegative off-diagonal 
elements [8], they all become the class of nonsingular M-matrices [13]. 
Variants of these four classes with this restriction are studied in a followup of 
this paper [6]. 
The notation of this paper is explained in the next section. A discussion of 
variants of diagonally stable, stable, and semipositive matrices is presented in 
Sets. 3, 4, and 5, respectively. The concluding section presents known and 
new interrelationships between these classes and the variants of the class ?? . 
The various relations are described in 15 propositions and 4 theorems. Most 
of the proofs of the propositions are straightforward and thus are omitted. 
2. NOTATION AND OBSERVATIONS 
With each of the classes 6?, C, and S , we associate two superclasses 
denoted by ‘I!J&, “UC, WS and ‘V%@., ‘VQYC, ?rwS and defined as 
follows: 
AE%@ (?yw@) ifth ere exists a positive (nonzero nonnegative) diago- 
nal matrix D such that AD + DA ’ is positive semidefinite, 
AEWC (v%C) if th ere exists a positive definite (nonzero positive 
semidefinite) matrix such that (1.1) is positive semidefinite 
AE%S (v‘?&S) ifAx>O for some x>O (x)0, x#O). 
Note that the classes @, C , and S are defined in terms of consistency of the 
systems 
TA (X) EintK,, X EintK,, 
where TA is a linear operator and K 1 and K, are appropriate proper cones 
[4]. The G2LC-classes are defined in terms of consistency of the system 
and similarly the VW-classes by 
TA(XW1, O#X EK,. 
Let $ denote any of these nine classes. With each 4, we associate 
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subclasses using the following notation: 
(i) A E p if DA is in 4 for every positive diagonal matrix D, 
(ii) A E 4, if every principal submatrix of A is in 4, 
(iii) A E St if every principal submatrix of A is in .p. 
We can immediately verify the following inclusion tree: 
(2.1) 
In addition to the classes defined above, we also consider the class 9: 
defined by Johnson [lo] to consist of matrices in ??,, which have at least one 
positive minor of each order. 
Finally, the inclusion relations between the classes are described by 
means of directed graphs having classes as vertices in which there is a 
sequence of directed edges from vertex 5X to vertex 9 if and only if 5X is 
contained in 94. In the proof of each inclusion theorem, we present a 
minimal set of examples which illustrate the noninclusions. Other noninclu- 
sions follow from basic set theory. 
3. DIAGONALLY STABLE MATRICES 
First, we show that the inclusion tree (2.1) collapses into one class for 4 
denoting either @ or %&. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Barker, Berman and Plemmons [2]). The fohwing are 
equivalent: 
(a) AE@. 
(b) A&$ 
(c) For every rumzero positive semidefinite matrix B, BA has a positive 
diagonal element. 
PROPOSITION 2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) AE%!-@. 
(b) A@X@$ 
Next, we show that there are only two distinct classes represented by 
?f%@ and its subclasses given by (i)-(m). 
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PR0pos1~10~ 3. The following are equiualent: 
(a) AE?Tw@. 
(b) AEY‘U@. 
(c) For euey positive definite matrix B, BA has a nonnegative diagonal 
element. 
(d) For evey positive semi&finite matrix B, BA has a nonnegative 
diagonal element. 
Proof. Obviously, @)*(a) and (d)+(c). We show that (a)@(c), (c)*(d), 
and (a)+@). 
(a+(c): Let V, be th e space of real diagonal matrices ordered by the 
cone K, of nonnegative diagonal matrices. Let V, be the space of symmetric 
matrices ordered by the cone of positive semidefinite matrices. Let the inner 
product in both spaces be (A, B) = tr(AB). Then the transpose of the 
Lyapunov operator 
Z”@)=AZI+LJAr 
is given by 
Tz(S)=2diag(SA),,, 
and the equivalence of (a) and (c) follows from the cone version of Stiemke’s 
theorem of the alternative [5; 4, p. 241. 
(c)+(d): Suppose B is a positive semidefinite matrix such that (BA),, <0 
Vi. Then there exists a positive E such that ((B + EI)A)~~ <0 Vi, contradict- 
ing (c). 
(a)=@): Let E be a positive diagonal matrix. By (a), there exists a 
nonzero nonnegative diagonal matrix D such that Q = AD + DA T is positive 
semidefinite. Then EADE + DEA TE = EQE is also positive semidefinite, 
proving (b). H 
PROPOSITION 4. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A E ?rw @+. 
(b) AE?T%@. 
With Propositions 1 through 4, we have 
THEOREM 1. Z’he in&&on relations between the classes &, % &, 
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YW &, and VW $ are described by the following directed graph: 
Proof. The implications are obvious. The matrices 
and the zero matrix show that ?r~@~‘V~&~%@ and wag@, 
respectively. n 
4. STABLE MATRICES 
We start with a spectral characterization of the classes C, ‘?K C, and 
?rwc. 
PROPOSITION 5. 
(a) A E !?. if and only if all its eigenmlues have a positive real part. 
(b) A E % C if and only if all its eigenvalues have a nonnegative real 
part and its purely imaginary eigenvalues, if any, have linear elementuy 
divisors. 
(c) AEv‘%-C ifandonly ifit has an eigenvalue with a nonnegative real 
part, i.e., -ABC. 
Proof. (a) is the result of Lyapunov, mentioned in the introduction. (b) 
is due to Carlson and Schneider [7]. The proof of (c) is similar to the proof of 
(a)w(c) in Proposition 3, except here K, is the cone of positive semidefinite 
matrices. Thus, the transpose of the Lyapunov operator is given by 
T;(Y)=ArY+YA, 
and by the theorem of the alternative, there exists no positive definite matrix 
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Y such that A rY + YA is negative definite, implying that -AT (and thus 
- A) is not stable. n 
REMARK. Taussky [14] proved that A E l? if and only if there exists a 
positive definite X such that (1.1) is the identity matrix. 
The only two identical classes out of the twelve variants of stability are 
given by the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 6. The folluwing are equivalent: 
(a) A E Y% f?,. 
(b) AE?r%@. 
(c) aii > 0 Vi. 
In Theorem 2, which concludes the section, we shall use the following 
implications: 
PROPOSITION 7. 
REMARK. Johnson [lo] studies and characterizes matrices in lZdd, calling 
them 9-stable matrices. Proposition 7(a) is a weakening of his result that 
every 6B -stable matrix is in 9:. 
THEOREM 2. The inclusion relations between the C-classes are de- 
scribed by the directed graph in Fig. 1. 
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Proof. The implications are obvious or follow from Propositions 6 and 7. 
To show that these are the only implications, we observe that I -1 01 0 0 1 -1 0 1 
is ‘?3-stable but is not contained 
are not stable, 
in WI?,, tI ie 
10 1 
1 1 0 
0 1 & 
0‘ 
1 
1 
1, 
zero matrices are in Wet but 
is in C, but is not in %Y Cd, 
(9 7:) 
is stable but is not contained in 
Y‘X Cd, (i -i) is in Y%l?S but is not in ‘WC, and ( -i 
?r% ed but is not in ?rW eS. 
i) is in 
H 
5. SEMIPOSITIVE MATRICES 
There are six distinct variants of semipositivity. They are described in the 
foIIowing propositions: 
PROPOSITION 8. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A E s . 
@) AESd. 
(c) ATzj>O, y<O ==s. y=O. 
PROPOSITION 9. The folbwing are equivalent: 
(a) AES,. 
(b) A&$. 
PROPOSITION 10. The following are equivalent: 
(a) AEWS. 
(b) AE‘%‘Sd. 
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PROPOSITION 11. The folluwing are equivalent: 
(a) AE%S,. 
(b) AE‘?L%,d. 
PROPOSITION 12. The following are equivalent: 
(a) AE?r%S. 
(b) AEVwSd. 
(c) For every y >O, A 5 has a nonnegative element. 
PROPOSITION 13. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A E ?y% 5,. 
(b) AE?~‘%%$ 
We can now complete the description of classes of semipositive matrices. 
THEOREM 3. The interrelations between the claw3 of semipositive 
matrices are described by the following directed graph: 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that 
~SszS, s e~WS,, and ‘-V%S,e%S. 
This is demonstrated by the matrices 
0, (; _;), and (; -;). 
6. CONCLUSION 
We are now in a position to relate the various classes of Theorems 1, 2, 
and 3 to each other and to the classes 9, 9;) and qp,. We precede this final 
inclusion theorem by two propositions. 
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PROPOSITION 14. v‘?6 6?s C yO. 
Proof. Let A E ‘VW C$. We show that det A > 0. 
Since A E ‘VW &?, there exists a nonzero nonnegative diagonal matrix E 
such that AE + EA T is positive semidefinite. We can assume with no loss of 
generality that 
where D is positive diagonal. If A is partitioned accordingly as 
A= 
then A,,E%@ and A,,=O. Since AE?Tw$, AZALEA%@. In a 
similar way and with no loss of generality we can partition 
where again A,, (‘) E %- @ and Ai:) = 0. Continuing similarly, we obtain a finite 
sequence of matrices, say A(‘), A@) EE Ad;), Ac3), . . . , A@), such that det A = 
det A(l) X . . . X detA@). For each i, i = 1,2,. . . , k, A(‘)Ew&, so that detA(‘) 
> 0. Thus, detA Z 0. The same clearly is true for every principal submatrix of 
A. W 
PROPOSITION 15. ‘VU @ c ?r% S . 
Proof. Suppose A 6! VW S . Then by Proposition 12 there exists y > 0 
such that A ‘y < 0. Then B = yy T is positive semidefinite and BA < 0; thus, 
by Proposition 3, A 4 v‘?& @ . n 
THEOREM 4. The directed graph in Fig. 2 describes the inclusion relu- 
tions between the 24 distinct classes of matrices discussed in this paper. (For 
the convenience of the reader, the “new” implications are indicated by 
heavier lines.) 
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Proof. 
@ c !I?: by Proposition 1, 
TlT @ G W I?.! by Proposition 2, 
T-X & c VW Cd by Proposition 3, 
IY$ c 9 by Proposition 5, 
?r‘U 5, c ?rW lT$ by Proposition 6, 
W Cd c CT0 and W C, c CT’0 by Proposition 7, 
ed c ??z by the remark following Proposition 7, 
Y% $ c ??,, by Proposition 14, and 
VW CI c ‘VW S by Proposition 15. 
The inclusions 9 c S, and ??,, c”V~ s, are due to Fiedler and Ptak [9]. 
The zero matrix is in W @ but not in S , CT,+, or C. The matrix 
isin%J$butisnotin%S,thematrix( _y ~)isinY‘?lJ$ 
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but is not in % !Z, and the matrix ( -A 00) is in ‘VW & but is not in 
?r%I C,. The matrix 
1 0 -34 
I ! 
11 0 
1 1 1 
is in f$, since it satisfies a sufficient condition for %-stability [lo]; however, 
itisnotinY%@.Thematrix( _i i)isg-stablebutisnotin%S,the 
matrix 
( 
2 3 
-1 -1 ) 
is stable but is in neither ‘?c nor ‘V% S , the matrix 
( 
0 -1 
-1 0 ) 
is in ‘-If% C, but is not in 7rw S , the matrix 
I 01 1 0 0 27 1 I 
isin butisnotin%C,thematrix ’ 
( ) 
2 is in S, but is not in ‘??c, and 
1 1 
fin”Uy(rf ;) isinS butisnotinVwC. n 
Most of the propositions included but not proved in this paper are 
proved in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory technical report CSD-14. 
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